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    1. No Fairy Tale  2. The 90's  3. Weak Day  4. Walls  5. A Hot Minute  6. Sick, Sick, Sick  7.
Matches  8. Married  9. Swept Away  10. He Loved You So Much  11. Ami, I'm Sorry  12. The
Worst    Personnel:  Lisa Loeb - Guitars, Vocals  Brad Wood - Guitar, Mixing, Organ, Piano,
Shaker, Synthesizer  Chad Gilbert  - Bass, Guitar, Producer, Vocals (Background)  Jarrod
Alexander  - Drums  Colin Strahm – Drums  Chick Wolverton  - Shaker, Tambourine  Tegan
Quin - Vocal Harmony  Paul Miner  - Bass    

 

  

Lisa Loeb's recording career has frequently found her caught in a tug of war between the quiet,
introspective side of her musical personality, typified by her first and biggest hit, "Stay (I Missed
You)," and her fondness for writing big, bright pop hooks ("I Do" from Firecracker was such a
seemingly perfect single it made most of the album that followed sound dreary). Eighteen years
after "Stay," No Fairy Tale finds Loeb throwing caution to the wind and letting her pop instincts
hold sway for almost an entire album; Chad Gilbert of New Found Glory co-produced the
sessions with Loeb and plays lead guitar on most tracks, and if his standard-issue SoCal
electric guitar crunch doesn't sound all that special within the context of his own band, here it
gives Loeb's melodies a sharp kick in the butt, and Loeb seems to be having a grand time
throwing her music into third gear. Loeb's lyrics on No Fairy Tale are informed by the ennui and
relationship troubles that have long dominated her songwriting, but the tone overall is sharper
and more playful, and "Married," "Matches," and the title tune find her giving her themes just a
bit of a twist, much like her music, and she sounds fully engaged with the material, letting the
melodies and her voice roll out with the chug of the guitars. Loeb even has a bit of fun with her
own reputation on "The '90s" (though she was a different type of MTV babe than the character
in the song), and her collaborations with a handful of outside writers (including Maia Sharp,
Morgan Taylor, Marvin Etzioni, and producer Gilbert) similarly seem to push her out of her usual
comfort zone, with impressive result. (Loeb also covers two numbers by Tegan and Sara, which
fit the set nicely.) And if you miss the old Lisa, the pensive "Ami, I'm Sorry" confirms she hasn't
gone away. No Fairy Tale may not be the best or most personal album of Lisa Loeb's career,
but it's hands down the most fun, and it's hard to imagine even the most subdued of her fans
begrudging her for enjoying herself as much as she does on these 12 songs. ---Mark Deming,
Rovi
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